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The Art of Engraving ................................................... #Book-AOE
by J. B. Meeks 

This “how-to” guide covers the entire practice of firearms and 
 related styles of engraving. Hard bound, with 196 pages, and many 
 photographs and  illustrations, this is  complete imaginative and  detailed 
 introduction of the art of  engraving. Aimed at the  beginner, it demon-
strates the basic techniques, and  the elaborate decoration schemes 
of  advanced designs. Every gun fancier will appreciate the  examples 
 illustrated with  photography.  
#Book-AOE The Art of Engraving only $42.50

Gunsmithing Tips & Projects .......................................#Book-GTP
A collection of the best gunsmithing articles from twenty years of 

Rifle magazine. This soft cover second edtiion has been expaned to 
547 pages, filled with articles on modern and antique gunsmithing 
projects, suggestions for finishing wood and metal, improving accuracy, 
selecting and improving tools for the serious gunsmithing shop, muzzle 
loading kit assembly ideas and restoring antiques.
#Book-GTP Gunsmithing Tips & Projects  only $34.99

Recreating the Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Shotgun
by William Brockway ............................................#Book-RDBMLS

This book jumps into the theory and practice of  making your own 
double barrel flint or percussion shotgun. The author uses many lovely 
photographs of original guns as well as line drawings to illustrate his 
proven techniques. Learn how to adapt commonly available  barrels, 
locks,  triggers, triggerguards and other parts for use in scratchbuilding 
a double shotgun. Soft bound, 198 pages, full scale fold out plans.  
#Book-RDBMLS Double Barrel Shotgun only $38.50

The Art of Building the Pennsylvania Longrifle...... #Book-ABPL
by Dixon, Ehrig, and Miller

This large format builder’s guide concentrates on the special 
 techniques needed to recreate an authentic original style raised carved 
longrifle. Heavily illustrated with line drawings, this latest edition shows 
many currently available castings and components and discusses their 
finishing and installation. The authors include chapters on little known 
topics of wire inlay, patchbox release  devices and engraving, as well 
as basic lock and trigger inletting. Comb bound volume of 180 pages, 
designed to lay flat on your work bench. 
#Book-ABPL Build the Pennsylvania Longrifle only $22.00

The Modern Kentucky Rifle ........................................ #Book-MKR
by R.H. McCrory

This 62 page booklet was one of the first on building the longrifle. The 
author shows how to scratch build almost every piece. These parts can 
now be purchased, but the cost of this book will quickly be saved by 
gunmakers who follow these  instructions. Nearly 100 photos illustrate 
these techniques. The series of photos on fitting the buttplate is worth 
the price! Soft cover with full size longrifle plan included. 
#Book-MKR Modern Kentucky Rifle only $ 8.99

Lock, Stock, & Barrel ....................................................#Book-LSB
by R. H. McCrory

Practically every repair or restoration problem encountered with 
the muzzleloading gun is addressed. A partial list of topics include: 
Stock repairs, breaks, gouges,  missing wood, wood finishing, cleaning, 
refinishing and spot finishing after local repairs. General information 
on metals, iron, brass, hardening,  tempering, and annealing. Lock 
repairs, barrel work, unloading, cleaning, removing breechplugs, lugs 
and sight. Soft cover with 122 pages and 175 illustrations.  
#Book-LSB Lock, Stock & Barrel only $ 8.99

Building 18th Century Naval Artillery .................#Book-B18C-NA
by Damian Siekonic

A comprehensive guide to building 18th century naval artillery 
carriages. Using detailed text and professional line art, this book 
walks the reader step-by-step from laminating the wood to the final 
assembly. Tips for making loading tools are also included, such as 
worms, sponges, rammers, tompions, swivel-gun mounts, and more. 
Soft cover, 84 pages, 8-1/2” by 11” format, spiral bound, black & white 
line art and full color photos.
#Book-B18C-NA Building 18th c. Naval Artillery only $24.99

Beginning Carving,  The Gunsmith’s Apprentice Series 
by Jack Brooks ................................................................. #DVD-BC

Traditional American longrifle builder Jack Brooks teaches the 
viewer the essentials of both incised and relief carving. Beginning 
with the basic tools, Jack shows the sharpening of chisels & gouges, 
and demonstrates the simple techniques used by historic American 
gunsmiths to carve their firearms. Over 60 minutes long on DVD format, 
for your TV or computer.  
#DVD-BC Beginning Carving, DVD only $19.99

Beginning Engraving, The Gunsmith’s Apprentice Series 
by Jack Brooks ................................................................. #DVD-BE

Longrifle builder Jack Brooks teaches the viewer the essentials of 
chasing, pushing and wriggle engraving. Beginning with the basic tools, 
Jack shows the sharpening and heat treating of both square and chisel 
point engraving tools, and demonstrates the techniques used by period 
American gunsmiths to decorate their firearms. Over 70 minutes, in 
DVD format.  Watch on your TV or computer.
#DVD-BE Beginning Engraving, DVD only $19.99

Building Muzzle Loaders .............................................. #DVD-BML
by James Turpin 

Rifle maker James Turpin takes you start to finish on building a quality 
Muzzle-Loading flint rifle. Designed for the beginning to intermediate 
builder. DVD format, 142 minutes. Watch on your TV or computer.
#DVD-BML Building Muzzle Loaders, DVD only $22.99

Building Muzzle Loaders 2 ........................................ #DVD-BML-2
by James Turpin 

Rifle maker James Turpin takes you start to finish on building a 
quality Muzzle-Loading percussion rifle. Designed for the beginning 
to intermediate builder. This is the second in a series. This video cov-
ers the percussion ignition. DVD format, 100 minutes. Watch on your 
TV or computer. 
#DVD-BML-2 Building Muzzle Loaders 2, DVD only $22.99

Building Muzzle Loading Pistols ................................ #DVD-BMLP
by James Turpin 

Rifle maker James Turpin covers the basics in Building Muzzle Load-
ing Pistols. Topics include the steps necessary to build American and 
European style pistols. Also included is a “furniture” repair to save a 
beautiful piece of curly maple. Both flint and percussion are covered.

DVD format, 135 Minutes. Watch on your TV or computer.
#DVD-BMLP Building Muzzle Loading Pistols, DVD $22.99

Watch & Learn on DVD
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